CARBON MATERIALS WITH ZIGZAG AND ARMCHAIR EDGES
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Introduction
Carbonization of PAHs with zigzag edges1,2 and armchair edges1,3 has been extensively studied in
the past two decades.4 These works mentioned the presence of zigzag and armchair edges in
carbonized structures, but basically only the simplified carbonized structures were exhibited, and
the details are still under debate because of the difficulty to characterize the edge structures of
these carbon materials without observing structures directly at atomic scale under microscopes.5
In this work, carbon materials with zigzag and armchair edges were prepared and the structures
were determined in detail by using molecular dynamic simulation with a reactive force field
(ReaxFF) to narrow down the number of possible structures and Raman spectroscopy and IR
spectroscopy combined with computation.
Materials and Methods
Tetracene and chrysene carbonized in ampoule tubes were analyzed by Raman spectroscopy and
diffuse reflectance infrared Fourier transform (DRIFT) spectroscopy (FT-IR-4200) were also
conducted and compared with the results of simulated Raman and IR spectra (B3LYP/6-31G(d),
Gaussian 09). 100 Molecules of tetracene and chrysene were randomly positioned and heated in
ReaxFF (Force field: “dispersion/CHONSSi-lg.ff” Method: Velocity Verlet + Berendsen.).

Figure 1. Structures of tetracene heated at 3000 K in ReaxFF.

Results and Discussion
Figure 1 shows the calculated results of heat treatment of
tetracene at 3000 K in ReaxFF. Reactive positions such as
position 5 reacted first, and other positions also reacted by
dehydrogenation reaction, and carbonization reaction proceeded.
Chrysene tended to retain the percentage of armchair edges even
after carbonization, whereas tetracene tended to reduce the
percentage of zigzag edges after heat treatment by formation of
new edges such as armchair edges. Structures obtained by
ReaxFF were used to simulate Raman and IR spectra (Figure 2)
of carbonized tetracene and chrysene. The presence of these
edges was confirmed by simulated Raman and IR spectra
combined with experimental Raman and DRIFT spectra.
Tetracene was dehydrogenated via the formation of sp3C at 693
K and carbonized via elimination of sp3C at 853 K (not shown).
On the other hand, chrysene was dehydrogenated without
formation of sp3C at 853 K and carbonized at 893 K, which is
much higher than the carbonization temperature of tetracene.
Especially, for tetracene with zigzag edges, this precursor
molecule has a linear structure with sp2C–H on zigzag edges as
well as sp2C–H at para positions. The presence of sp2C–H at para
positions significantly enhanced the reactivity of tetracene. In
addition, it was revealed that armchair edges were easier to retain
their edge structures than zigzag edges after carbonization.

Figure 2. Experimental and
calculated IR spectra of
carbonized tetracene.

Conclusions
Detailed carbonization mechanisms could be revealed by experimental and calculated Raman and
IR spectra combined with ReaxFF. This type of detailed research of carbonization of aromatic
compounds has not been reported elsewhere. The result of this work helps to synthesize carbon
materials with different edge structures and understand the complicated structure of general carbon
materials in the future.
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